Jesus Christ is coming back. Are you—and those you encounter each day—ready?

The book of Proverbs is a prize of advice that’s as relevant today as it was when it was written. In Think on These Things: Wisdom for Life from Proverbs, Ray imparts the encouragement to grab hold of this advice and use it to change our life—always living with eternity’s values in view.

Each daily devotion includes:
- A proverb for the day
- A soul-searching question that urges readers to reflect and apply the principle to their own life
- Continual reminders that we are to live with eternity in mind

Grab hold of God's wisdom for us while cultivating a heart to reach the lost. What could be better than that?

RAY COMFORT is the Founder and CEO of Living Waters and the best-selling author of more than 80 books, including, Hell’s Best Kept Secret, Scientific Facts in the Bible, and The Evidence Bible. He co-hosts (with actor Kirk Cameron) the award-winning television program The Way of the Master, seen in 200 countries. He is also the Executive Producer on the movies Audacity, 180, Evolution vs. God, and others, which have been seen by millions. He and his wife, Sue, live in Southern California, where they have three grown children.
Morning and evening, God is with you!

The circumstances of life may have you feeling overwhelmed, frustrated, discouraged, or even depressed. But God’s promises aren’t dependent on your situation.

Because his love for you is unchanging and his goodness knows no end, you can choose to believe that today will be great from the minute you wake up to the moment you lay down to sleep.

Find the courage, hope, and joy that is abundant in God as you reflect on these devotional entries, scriptures, and prayers—twice a day.

No matter what comes your way, you can rely on the faithfulness of God. He will be the strength you need for every moment.
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**VITAL INFORMATION**

- **Price:** $19.99
- **ISBN:** 978-1-4245-5959-6
- **Material:** Faux leather
- **Dimensions:** 4.5 x 6.5
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- **Case Quantity:** 20

**eISBN:** 978-1-4245-5960-2
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- RELIGION/Devotional
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**SPECIAL FEATURES**

- Exquisite faux leather cover, heat debossed and stamped with foil
- Beautifully designed full-color interior on high quality paper
- Encouraging Scriptures
- Inspiring devotions
- Heartfelt prayers
- Thought-provoking questions
- Ribbon marker
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Morning and evening, you can depend on Jesus for everything you need.

The circumstances of life may have you feeling overwhelmed, frustrated, discouraged, or even depressed. But God’s promises aren’t dependent on your situation.

Because his love for you is unchanging and his goodness knows no end, you can choose to believe that today will be great from the minute you wake up to the moment you lay down to sleep.

Find the hope, joy, and strength that is abundant in God as you reflect on these devotional entries, scriptures, and prayers—twice a day.

No matter what comes your way, you can trust Jesus to walk right beside you through it all. He will never leave you.
**Miss Unlikely**
*From Farm Girl to Miss America*

Betty Maxwell

From a double-wide trailer on a farm in Georgia to the 2016 Miss America pageant, Betty Cantrell was not a likely contender for the crown. She won by being herself—mistakes and all.

*Miss Unlikely* takes you through Betty’s unconventional childhood, the surprising pageant journey, an incredible year as Miss America, a fairytale wedding, and everything in between. She offers wisdom on school, boys, self-esteem, choices, disappointments, insecurities, mentors, cyberbullies, and more. Behind-the-scenes moments and previously untold stories show how her faith and family ultimately carried her through difficult times.

Betty’s personal and sincere account will remind you the only way to get where you want to go is through God’s unique plan. Find confidence in being you, and turn your dreams into reality.
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**VITAL INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$16.99</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>ISBN: 978-1-4245-5780-6</td>
</tr>
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<td>Softcover</td>
</tr>
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**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

BETTY CANTRELL MAXWELL is best known for representing the State of Georgia as Miss America 2016. Betty began her year of service as the National Goodwill Ambassador for Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals. She lives outside Atlanta with Spencer Maxwell—her husband, business manager, and security. Betty is now a motivational speaker and singer who shares hair and makeup tutorials on social media and continues her close work with Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals and the USO.
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_Betty is an example of how to live a life of purpose in a world that encourages empty pursuits. Her book, Miss Unlikely, offers practical advice you wish you heard from a cool, older sister and empowers you to live the unique life God designed for you._—Heather Whitestone McCallum, Miss America 1995
I Hear His Whisper (faux)  
Encounter God’s Heart for You  
Brian Simmons & Gretchen Rodriguez

Encounter God’s heart and hear his gentle voice.

We love and serve a God who delights in hearing our voices. He hears our songs and sighs, and he answers those who seek him with whispers of love and truth.

*I Hear His Whisper* contains messages of God’s love for his people as spoken to the hearts of Dr. Brian Simmons, the lead translator of The Passion Translation®, and author Gretchen Rodriguez. Each day, a devotion and Scripture will encourage you to listen to God as he speaks words of comfort, joy, and unconditional love into your heart.

Lean into God’s presence and enjoy his peace—today and every day.

Beautifully-designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather with heat debossing and foil stamping.
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<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faux leather</td>
</tr>
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<td>4.5 x 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case quantity: 40</td>
</tr>
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<td>eISBN: 978-1-4245-5852-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABOUT THE AUTHORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR. BRIAN SIMMONS is known as a passionate lover of God and the lead translator of The Passion Translation®, a new heart-level Bible translation that conveys God’s passion for his people. Brian and his wife, Candice, travel full-time as speakers and Bible teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRETCHEN RODRIGUEZ has co-authored three books with Brian Simmons: Prayers on Fire, The Divine Romance, and Ever Present Love. Gretchen and her husband invested nine years as missionaries in Puerto Rico and now make their home in Redding, California, with their three daughters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Courage isn’t something that comes naturally to most. The only way to truly be brave is to walk in the confidence that comes from knowing God and relying on him to be your strength. When you spend time with him, he will fill you with peace and hope for the future. When you finally see yourself as God sees you, you will recognize the talents and abilities you have been blessed with and start operating in the fullness of those gifts.

Be encouraged with truth as you spend time with God, reflecting on these devotions, scriptures, and prayers. Let him show you that you are beautiful, you are strong, and you were created with a purpose. Take courage in God’s love for you and be ready to conquer each day!
TPT: New Testament (Passion in Plum) with Psalms, Proverbs, and Song of Songs
Dr. Brian Simmons

Encounter the heart of God.

The Passion Translation® is a heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.

God longs to express his living Word in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. This translation will evoke an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you are hungry for God and want to know him more intimately, The Passion Translation will help you encounter his heart and discover your purpose.

Bible features include:
• In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
• Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
• Traditional two-column format
• Premium Bible paper
• Rich, readable font

DR. BRIAN SIMMONS is known as a passionate lover of God and lead translator for The Passion Translation Bible. After a dramatic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife Candice and their three children, he spent nearly eight years in the tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church planter, translator, and consultant. Brian was involved in the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project and studied linguistics and Bible translation principles with New Tribes Mission. Brian and Candice now travel as Bible teachers and speakers.
## TPT: New Testament (Berry Blossoms) with Psalms, Proverbs, and Song of Songs

Dr. Brian Simmons
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**About the Author**

**Encounter the heart of God.**

The Passion Translation® is a heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.

God longs to express his living Word in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. This translation will evoke an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you are hungry for God and want to know him more intimately, The Passion Translation will help you encounter his heart and discover your purpose.

Bible features include:

- In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
- Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
- Traditional two-column format
- Premium Bible paper
- Rich, readable font
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**DR. BRIAN SIMMONS** is known as a passionate lover of God and lead translator for The Passion Translation Bible. After a dramatic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife Candice and their three children, he spent nearly eight years in the tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church planter, translator, and consultant. Brian was involved in the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project and studied linguistics and Bible translation principles with New Tribes Mission. Brian and Candice now travel as Bible teachers and speakers.
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Come and Behold Him
A Christmas Devotional

Christmas is often called the most wonderful time of the year—and with good reason. Homes become festive and cozy. Families spend time together, making memories to last a lifetime. Love-filled gifts are wrapped and placed under the tree. Christmas lights bathe everything in a soft glow. And, don’t forget those favorite family recipes that take over kitchen counters and dining room tables. Is there anything more special than the holiday season?

This devotional will encourage you to spend time with God in the days leading up to the celebration of the most precious gift: his Son. Come and behold the wonder of Jesus and experience life, joy, and peace during the busyness of this season.
Celebrate Your Marriage
365 Daily Devotions for Busy Couples
Jay & Laura Laffoon

Stay happily married for life!

Whether it has been twenty years or twenty minutes, your marriage needs encouragement.

This daily devotional for married couples will help strengthen your relationship. Designed with busy individuals in mind, each reading is short enough to enjoy together over your first cup of coffee or right before bed. Every day includes
• practical tips for fostering meaningful connection,
• simple reminders of how to enjoy a Christ-like relationship,
• fun anecdotes from other couples,
• prayers, thought-provoking questions, and action steps.

Draw closer to your spouse and God with Celebrate Your Marriage—the perfect gift for newlyweds and seasoned couples alike.

JAY and LAURA LAFFOON founded Celebrate Ministries, Inc. in 1995 to fulfill their passion of helping couples stay happily married for life with comedy-infused marriage events and resources. They have interviewed thousands of couples and celebrate their own marriage of more than thirty years. Together they make their home in Michigan and have two children.
Let the words of Jesus speak to you today.

If anything in this life deserves our undivided attention, it's the powerful words of Jesus.

Jesus in Red is a daily devotional, including:
• Jesus’ words highlighted in red
• short meditations
• soul-searching questions
• inspiring prayers

Experience God’s peace and presence as you reflect on the awe-inspiring teachings of Christ.

Also by this author
We desire personal revival in our relationships with God, but many of us don't know how or where to begin. Although revival may be a popular topic of discussion, too few resources offer practical guidance on how to obtain it.

Ignite Your Passion for Jesus is a twelve-week guide designed to help you reconnect with Christ. Each day includes

- a key verse,
- an inspirational reading,
- questions for reflection and application,
- revival truths, and
- spirit-empowered faith experientials.

Revitalize your heart and relationship with God as you experience personal revival.

Also by this author
TPT: New Testament (Compact) Fuchsia with Psalms, Proverbs, and Song of Songs

Dr. Brian Simmons

Encounter the heart of God.

The Passion Translation® is a heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.

God longs to express his living Word in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. This translation will evoke an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you are hungry for God and want to know him more intimately, The Passion Translation will help you encounter his heart and discover your purpose.

Bible features include:

- In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
- Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
- Traditional two-column format
- Premium Bible paper
- Rich, readable font

DR. BRIAN SIMMONS is known as a passionate lover of God and lead translator for The Passion Translation Bible. After a dramatic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife Candice and their three children, he spent nearly eight years in the tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church planter, translator, and consultant. Brian was involved in the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project and studied linguistics and Bible translation principles with New Tribes Mission. Brian and Candice now travel as Bible teachers and speakers.
Encounter the heart of God.

The Passion Translation® is a heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.

God longs to express his living Word in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. This translation will evoke an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you are hungry for God and want to know him more intimately, The Passion Translation will help you encounter his heart and discover your purpose.

Bible features include:
- In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
- Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
- Traditional two-column format
- Premium Bible paper
- Rich, readable font

DR. BRIAN SIMMONS is known as a passionate lover of God and lead translator for The Passion Translation Bible. After a dramatic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife Candice and their three children, he spent nearly eight years in the tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church planter, translator, and consultant. Brian was involved in the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project and studied linguistics and Bible translation principles with New Tribes Mission. Brian and Candice now travel as Bible teachers and speakers.
Encounter the heart of God.

The Passion Translation® is a heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.

God longs to express his living Word in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. This translation will evoke an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you are hungry for God and want to know him more intimately, The Passion Translation will help you encounter his heart and discover your purpose.

Bible features include:

- In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
- Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
- Traditional two-column format
- Premium Bible paper
- Rich, readable font

DR. BRIAN SIMMONS is known as a passionate lover of God and lead translator for The Passion Translation Bible. After a dramatic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife Candice and their three children, he spent nearly eight years in the tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church planter, translator, and consultant. Brian was involved in the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project and studied linguistics and Bible translation principles with New Tribes Mission. Brian and Candice now travel as Bible teachers and speakers.
TPT: Genesis
Firstfruits
Dr. Brian Simmons

The Book of Genesis is God's autobiography and the foundation upon which all revelation rests. The purpose of this book is to give the origin of all things, including the cosmic order of the universe and the covenant relationship between God and his people.

Speaking the Word from his eternal dwelling place of light, God fashioned everything from nothing, perfectly displaying his awesome wonder. We will never be able to take the mystery out of Creation, for a God who is incomprehensible in his greatness accomplished it.

One of the over-arching themes of Genesis is God’s blessing. His highest order is not the earth or the cosmos, it is man and woman, made after his kind, to be containers for his glory. Genesis showcases God’s redemptive heart toward the world—a theme that can be traced throughout the rest of the Hebrew Scriptures.

When God created the heavens and the earth, the earth was completely formless and empty, with nothing but darkness draped over the deep. God’s Spirit swept over the face of the waters. And then God announced: “Let there be light,” and light burst forth! Genesis 1:1-3

DR. BRIAN SIMMONS is known as a passionate lover of God and lead translator for The Passion Translation Bible. After a dramatic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife Candice and their three children, he spent nearly eight years in the tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church planter, translator, and consultant. Brian was involved in the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project and studied linguistics and Bible translation principles with New Tribes Mission. Brian and Candice now travel as Bible teachers and speakers.
Genesis is God's autobiography with the seal of perfection stamped upon every word contained within. The powerful Word of God put light in the darkness, land in the sea, and life on an uninhabited earth.

Join Brian and Candice Simmons as they tell the fascinating story of human creation in The Image Maker, the first of three volumes that study the book of Genesis, the first book of the Bible, in depth.

Journey through the first eleven chapters and gain fresh insight from rich footnotes that include commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations.

You are God's divine idea, and you were formed by his loving thoughts. Walk with him as he releases his glorious image into the universe.